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A Critical Review of
“Definition of Goals”
Og utviklingen skjer raskt. Det gjøres ulike erfaringer inne ulike
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Marc and I share some values regarding requirewith some of his remarks, and some suggestions

of objectives requires the

requirements:

“Project objectives are the
establishment of requirements
possible and which must be
met in order for a project to be considered

both for the common budget, and because they
-

Project requirements are of many types, and some
What Marc might have said is the following:
quality) goal level which makes it impossible to
reach reasonable and necessary goal levels for
Function Requirements are not normally quanti-

ding performance goal levels so that minimum
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requirements (tolerable or worst case levels) can

levels will be measured before requirements exit

success-goal levels, for all critical objectives, can

“An absolute prioritisation of the
across all goals in order to be

objectives’ (MW):

and I can think of many bad interpretations, particularly I think of well-known methods of giving
numeric weights (as in Balanced Scorecard) in

any up front absolute prioritization, because there
are far too many dynamically changing variables

-

“In addition to the magic triangle,
the aim is to distinguish between
now consciously the negative

You need to compute your residual priority step
by step, based on continuous measurements of

resource planning optimised for all

budgeted resources consumed, and of performan-

concept?)? Does he mean the Iron (Project Mana-

“In the case of objectives, one
must always pay attention to the
combination of SMART objectives,
completeness of the objectives

Assuming he does mean this, then I am of the
It is clearly possible to reduce costs and improve

See Fig-3 smart is nice idea but not the smartest

-
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Why?
S
sible, but no simpler than what is needed for the
global multi decade project you might need a page

M

we have a clear common understanding of the
R

specify what you want, and how cost-effective
also have a lot of sub-dimensions in each scale

-

(who, where, what dimensions) in order to model

cally adjust things, as reality reveals itself step-

reality, and to help us decompose the problem to
SMART ideas belong to big-bang waterfall, not
A
T
of latest state of the art technology which could
be unknown, or unknown to the requirements
need to decompose the larger objective into smalperformance you would like, but do not yet know

ler earlier deliverables for the most critical peo-

how to reach, or more complex to reach together

-

So what you have to do is ask for what will be cost
effective if you get there, and hope some imaginaIn practice, with agility and incremental delivery
and feedback and adjustment, you will get information about what is really possible as you move
things in advance of design, and in advance of

“Thus, the Six Interdependencies
are a combination of already
known, previously independently
additional consideration of damage and
cross-organizational resource consideration
together:
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Simple, understandable, concrete
Measurable
Achievable/attainable

Achievable, socially accepted, worthwhile

Realistic/Relevant

Objectively attainable

Timeable/Timely

Concretely planned in terms of time

a random set of interesting aspects of projects,
that we need to try harder, be smarter, and it is
and useful actions, and missing any case study
proof of concept, and missing lots of other equally

have to abandon comfortingly simple sound bite

interesting concepts (qualities, risks, architecture,

Summary
We need proven methods and information to
reduce the alarmingly high failure rate of high
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